Message from the Guest Editor

Dear Colleagues,

The Special Issue on “Text Mining: Classification, Clustering, and Summarization” aims to improve the performances of each text mining tasks by applying deep learning algorithms, to derive hybrid tasks by combing the text mining tasks with each other, and to apply the text mining tasks to the real problems such as fraud document detection and financial prediction. Authors should submit papers describing significant, original and unpublished work. Possible topics include, but are not limited to:

- Machine Learning Algorithms to improve Text Mining Tasks
- Application of Deep Learning Algorithms to Text Mining Tasks
- Application of Text Mining System to Real Tasks
- Hybrid Text Mining Tasks
- Web Mining: Web Contents Mining, Web Structure Mining, and Web Usage Mining
- Multimedia Mining: Hybrid Mining of Multimedia Data
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The concept of *Information* is to disseminate scientific results achieved via experiments and theoretical results in depth. It is very important to enable researchers and practitioners to learn new technology and findings that enable development in the applied field.

*Information* is an online open access journal of information science and technology, data, knowledge and communication. It publishes reviews, regular research papers and short communications. We invite high quality work, and our review and publication processing is very efficient.

**Author Benefits**

**Open Access**: free for readers, with article processing charges (APC) paid by authors or their institutions.

**High visibility**: indexed by Ei Compendex, Scopus (Elsevier), Emerging Sources Citation Index (ESCI - Web of Science) and other databases.

**Rapid publication**: manuscripts are peer-reviewed and a first decision provided to authors approximately 18.9 days after submission; acceptance to publication is undertaken in 4.5 days (median values for papers published in this journal in the first half of 2019).
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